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RSPN

T

he Rural Support Programmes Network (RSPN) is the largest development network of
Pakistan, with an outreach to over 35 million rural Pakistanis spread across 114
districts of Pakistan’s four provinces, AJK, Gilgit-Baltistan as well as 5 FATA areas. It
consists of 12 member Rural Support Programmes (RSPs) that espouse a common approach
to rural development: social mobilisation. Social mobilisation centres on the belief that poor
people have an innate potential to help themselves, that they can better manage their limited
resources if they organise and are provided technical and financial support. The RSPs provide
social guidance, and technical and financial assistance to the rural poor. RSPN is the strategic
platform for the RSPs: it provides capacity building support to them, and assists them in policy
advocacy and donor linkages.
RSPN is strategically positioned to work with government, donors and communities. The RSPs
have a long standing relationship with the Government of Pakistan; this is highlighted by the
fact that five of RSPN’s partner RSPs have received substantial support and seed grants from
the Government. However they are all registered as Not-For-Profit organisations and are
independent.
RSPN’s edge is its vast outreach to rural communities through the RSPs; its strong and
influential relationship with government for impacting pro-poor public policy, and its central
position that brings together over 30 years of knowledge in participatory development work
with Pakistan’s rural communities.

OSF

T

he Open Society Foundations work to build vibrant and tolerant societies whose
governments are accountable and open to the participation of all people.

We seek to strengthen the rule of law; respect for human rights, minorities, and a diversity of
opinions; democratically elected governments; and a civil society that helps keep government
power in check.
We help to shape public policies that assure greater fairness in political, legal, and economic
systems and safeguard fundamental rights.
We implement initiatives to advance justice, education, public health, and independent
media.
We build alliances across borders and continents on issues such as corruption and freedom
of information.
Working in every part of the world, the Open Society Foundations place a high priority on
protecting and improving the lives of people in marginalized communities.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This study, conducted at the request of RSPN, consists of five main sections (see table of contents) with the
following objectives:
?
To better understand the involvement of local community organizations and their role in conflict resolution
?
Document LSO interventions for conflict resolution
?
LSO relations with formal and informal institutions

LSO Strategies and Mechanisms for Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)
The methodology relied mainly upon visits to RSPN-identified LSOs in Haripur (Human Unity Movement (HUM) &
Pakistani Hoslamand Khawateen Network (PHKN), Bagh, Topi (Rural Community Development Organisation
(RCDO), Shikarpur (Awaaz) and Mianwali (Mohar Welfare Organization), to discuss the thematic areas clustered
around the objectives (see the TORs for details, attached as Annex 1). Specifically, meetings were held with LSO
representatives; parties to conflict; ADR committee members; local stakeholders; and government
representatives (where possible). RSPN publications addressing different aspects of LSOs were also reviewed.
The findings section is further divided into several subsections that discuss the LSOs' growth on a broader level in
the context of social, political and economic change in communities including out-migration and shifts in rural
class structures; the emergence of a new political elite over the last two decades; and the role of NGOs and the
media. Within this framework, social mobilization efforts illustrate a mix of charity and rights-based approaches,
especially with regard to women's rights. The report highlights the subtle manner in which acceptable parameters
set by an imaginary social and patriarchal contract across communities are established and executed. LSO
members have an overall relationship of cooperation and occasional friction with different public, semi-public and
traditional institutions.
Over the years, LSOs have become involved in resolving local disputes as these come up. There are five types of
conflict cases that are brought to ADR committees: family disputes, violence against women (VAW), property/land
disputes, tribal disputes (including murder), disputes over water or agricultural resources (e.g., grass and grazing
rights). In addition, there are disputes of a miscellaneous nature pertaining to petty theft, passage, loans, or verbal
altercations.
The disputes that LSOs resolve vary in number and nature, e.g., Mohar Welfare organization has resolved 115
disputes, Topi LSO in Bagh has resolved 50 while the all-women LSOs Awaaz and PHKN have resolved only a few
disputes but include a case of tribal enmity involving 60 murders and VAW related cases such as rape. Thus,
numbers are important but the nature of cases is also an indicator of effective ADR.
ADR mechanisms include mediation, conciliation, negotiation and arbitration; the LSO ADR committees use a mix
of these mechanisms to amicably settle disputes. They do not distinguish between civil and criminal cases but in
general follow a set of informal guidelines (that vary from LSO to LSO) but include a formal application, an oath by
committee members that they shall be neutral, agreement of both parties to accept the decision of the committee
(the option to go to Court is a given—but it comes at the cost of community disapproval), and strictly no monetary
and in-kind contribution from anyone is accepted. The processes to reach decisions are similar to traditional
modes, i.e., ADR committees are formed according to the nature and location of the case, the criterion for
membership of the committee includes expertise, and respect in the community. Usually ADR committee members
resort to various 'risk-management' practices by ensuring a 'cooling off' period and looking for soft spots where
spaces for reconciliation exist. Ensuring implementation of the decision is not only dependent upon a neutral
process and respect for members of the ADR committee but also upon the LSOs ability to exert moral pressure
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through local networks, advocacy and media campaigns, and offer of free legal aid for the injured party as well as
full cooperation through court hearings.
The gender context of ADR work presents challenges as women are not included as members of ADR committees
by mixed LSOs and all-women LSOs lack formal ADR committees and are not as well-entrenched in local power
structures as mixed LSOs. The nature of cases pertains to VAW, denial of property rights, marriage, dowry, divorce
and negative customary practices. Women approach all-women LSOs with greater ease and bring forward cases
such as abuse (including sexual) within the family that they would desist from in male-dominated settings.
Compared to traditional institutions, state institutions rely more on all-women LSOs for women's issues, especially
those pertaining to VAW. ADR decisions in general are a mix of legal and community norms, i.e., the patriarchal
concepts that inform a woman's place in a community are usually upheld.
The subsection on accountability and funding addresses the dilemmas around negotiating funding pressures and
the need to respond to donor priorities and maintain LSO independence. It discusses issues around the
nomenclature of ADR committees, the challenges to volunteerism, and the need to resist projectization by
strengthening the social mobilization agenda through local resources.
The last section provides recommendations based on findings and includes the following:
?
Take into consideration, the nature of communities, geographical specificities and ADR needs before
streamlining ADR interventions
?
Funding ADR committees will defeat the purpose of ADR by tainting it,but capacity building for ADR
activities is desirable. This includes paralegal training, awareness of gender dimensions of justice,
awareness of government guidelines for ADR and the distinction between civil and criminal cases
?
Focused interventions to increase awareness and inclusion of gender justice in ADR
?
Funding for capacity building on ADR activities needs to be sustainable and preferably raised through local
resources, not necessarily through time-bound foreign donor projects
?
RSPs and LSOs can promote and sustain networking for ADR work
?
The aligning of public policy as well as the accountability of the state and its institutions with LSO
objectives regarding ADR needs to be done carefully so that the responsibility for dispensation of justice,
especially in criminal cases continues to rest with the state while LSOs' ADR committees act to strengthen
the rule of law
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1. INTRODUCTION
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) is a key area of the work of local communities. Much of this is through
traditional, local institutions. In local communities many formal and informal institutions exist to resolve all types of
conflicts ranging from family disputes, land issues, theft cases, women's rights related cases to murder.
The Rural Support Programs'(RSPs) have a three-tiered system of community organizations1 that concentrate on
development issues. RSPs have formed over 850 LSOs (Local Support Organizations) all over Pakistan in an equal
number of Union Councils although RSP outreach through lower level community and village organisations is much
larger. ADR has not been part of the RSP strategy or a funded programme, per say. Among the RSPs, only one RSP,
the Sarhad Rural Support Program (SRSP) has worked in a structured manner on ADR with the support of Open
Society Foundation (OSF). However, all RSP's have encouraged and facilitated LSO leadership to organize people
and resolve disputes. It has been reported that many LSOs involved in ADR have formed committees to resolve
issues. More often than not, the COs, VOs and LSOs work in tandem with traditional institutions, adding an
interesting dimension to them, e.g., youth and women's issues, often addressed inappropriately by traditional male
dominated institutions of elders, are now satisfactorily dealt with through the RSP created forums.
LSOs play an important role in conflict resolution. The types of cases and the approaches adopted to resolve issues
differ across LSOs as well as traditional institutions. Some LSOs have formed committees to resolve disputes while
others assign a few members to resolve issues on a case-to-case basis. There are also marked differences in the
role of women in all-women LSOs as opposed to mixed LSOs. LSO interaction with traditional institutions and their
links with the formal justice system also differ from community to community.
The purpose of the assignment was to document select LSO's experiences through an interactive process of
dialogue and to examine their links and added value to what traditional institutions and the formal system are
doing.

2. OBJECTIVES
The objective of this assignment is for the RSPs to gain a better understanding of the involvement of organized
communities in local dispute resolution. The ToRs (attached as Annex 1) identify the following objectives:
?
Better understanding of the involvement of local community organizations and their role in conflict
resolution
?
Document LSO Interventions for Conflict Resolution
?
LSO Relations with Formal & Informal Institutions
Given the above, this study analyzes and documents pre-selectedand varied LSO initiatives for conflict and dispute
resolution, related mechanisms within the LSOs and LSO interaction with other 'community' mechanisms e.g.,
jirgas and panchayats. The study also documents the interface between these 'informal' structures and formal
justice and dispute resolving mechanisms i.e., courts, police, etc.

1

The three-tiered organizations are: Community Organizations (COs) at the neighbourhood level with members from a majority of households,
the Village Organizations (VOs) which are an amalgamation of the COs , and finally the Local Support Organization (LSO) which is a federation of
VOs at the Union Council level, with a general body of VO members and a managing executive body. For more details about social mobilization
through RSPs, please see RSPN, “A Study of Local Support Organizations in Rural Pakistan,” authored by Mahmood Hassan Khan, October
2010.
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3. METHODOLOGY
RSPN selected LSOs from four districts, namely Mianwali, Haripur, Shikarpur and Bagh in Punjab, Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, Sindh and Azad Jammu Kashmir respectively (see Annex 2). A checklist to conduct Key Informant
Interviews (KII) and Focus Group Discussions (FDGs) on key themes pertaining to community disputes and the
mechanisms for ensuring justice is given and implemented was developed(see Annex 3)Broadly speaking, the
following themes were explored:
?
Conflict resolution mechanisms and procedures and effectiveness in LSOs i.e. what are the mechanisms
and processes used.
?
LSO conflict resolution committee interaction with tradition social institutions i.e. Jirga, Panchayat etc.
?
LSO interaction with informal justice bodies if they exist in their areas (i.e. Musalihati Jirgas and Police
Committees etc)
?
LSOs interaction with formal institutions i.e. police, courts, etc
?
Numbers and types of conflicts LSOs have resolved
?
The importance of LSO conflict resolution committee decisions (followed or not) i.e. how are they followed,
are they followed because other, informal community institutions put weight behind them, is this a joint
effort, etc.
?
Women's role in conflict resolution and related mechanisms (in 'mixed' and women's and predominantly
men's LSOs)
?
LSOs established mechanisms for accountability and to deliver their role in the process
The KII and FDGs were conducted with male and female members of communities including LSO executive body
members and LSO chairpersons, aggrieved parties to the conflict, and local stakeholders. The latter included
consultations with the police, lawyers, local muazizeen (notables) involved in ADR, or a member of any government
department involved in cases.
The LSOs that were chosen for the field visits had specific representative characteristics: There were two womenonly LSOs (representing only women's COs and VOs in the Union Council) and three mixed LSOs (with men's and
women's organizations in the Union Council)—a fact that helped with understanding gender contexts of ADR. Some
LSOs had resolved a large number of cases while others had resolved a few—however, almost all had resolved
some cases pertaining to the different types of conflicts that arise in communities (typology of cases is discussed in
the following section).Their arrangements for ADR work also differed and provided an understanding of the range
of methods that can be adopted for ADR as well as conflict prevention.
Physical visits to the different sites and interaction with the LSO executive bodies and local community was critical
in terms of providing an understanding of the different challenges in different parts of Pakistan within which the
LSOs work. These ranged from issues of poverty in rural areas such as Bagh and Mianwali, and employment rights
in industrial areas of Haripur as well as the economic and social change that the areas had experienced over the
last two or three decades. We discuss these issues in greater detail in the subsection entitled, “LSO Contexts”,
below.
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4. ANALYSIS
The analysis section consists of several subsections that look at the macro and micro contexts within which LSOs
are ensconced, the relationship LSOs have with local formal and non-formal institutions, the mechanisms they
adopt for local level dispute resolution, the gendered context of disputes and the nature of women's involvement in
dispute resolution.

I. LSO Contexts
As mentioned earlier, there are over 850 LSOs across the different districts and Union Councils of Pakistan. Each
LSO covers a union council and includes a two-tier system of mohalla (street/neighborhood) and village level
representation.

a. LSOs' Struggle for Social Justice: Historical Depth and Multiple Actors
The LSOs in each UC were not only a result of the CO and VO system of representation, but also a reflection of the
struggles for social justice of different individual members of the LSO. For example, representatives of the Haripur
based LSO Human Unity Movement—HUM, (registered in 2010), echoed progressive and rights-based discourses
of local NGOs and CBOs and the RSP system that had been working in the area over the last several years. They
cited the experience of the Barani project (implemented in this area by SRSP), and work with Sahara Development
Organization etc. Mr. Asif, the General Secretary said, "we were active from before [registering the LSO]. [A local
NGO] Sahara's work had made people aware of the feudal structure and that we can rid ourselves of our slave
mentality. We don't need to depend upon feudal lords and elders. This gave us real emancipation (azaadi). Now the
poor know. When Ghani Glass Factory management verbally informed 100 workers that their services were
terminated, the first [distress] phone call was made to us. Workers with 5-20 years of service were being summarily
removed from service/their source of livelihood because they had asked for an increase in their wage. So, we
negotiated with the Management and ensured that the workers do not lose their jobs because they are asking for
increased wages or organizing themselves into a union." Another member, fighting a long-standing land-grabbing
dispute, said that,"over the years the local [poor] people had managed to shed their fear of politicians and local
influentials. They were getting empowered (khud-mukhtari ki taraf arahay thay) as they realized that they had to
struggle for their own rights and resolve their problems on their own. When natural disasters strike, they do not
seek the help of the local influential; the philosophy of self-reliance guides them." He concluded that it was the LSO
that helped inculcate the sense of collectivity among the people, which empowered them to form a movement for
societal reform and well-being locally.
In Bagh, the local community stakeholders acknowledged that the LSO and RSP movement were helping resolve
community disputes; they also pointed out that such solutions are sustainable if the community owns them. One
stakeholder explained that there is a long history of social struggle starting with a Member of the Legislative
Assembly (MLA), formed in 1933. The MLA was a local social worker who outlined the following agenda: 1) people
should rid themselves of any local disputes instead of taking them to court; 2) avoid smoking tobacco/hukkah
(hubble-bubble); 3) ensure female education; 4) collective help for anyone whose grass was burnt or destroyed
(local people and their cattle were dependent upon the dry grass in the winter) and, 5) to donate a fistful of at a
(wheat) for charity which was used for providing educational scholarships. Though the MLA retired from active
social work in 1947, he had set in motion a momentum for social reform; throughout the following 5-6 decades
rights awareness increased significantly at the local level due to the presence of "roshankhyal" (enlightened)
people who were aware of UN charters and women's rights issues. Many army men took up development work upon
retirement as they had a pension and could afford to provide all their time to such work. Poonch district had
provided a significant number of men to the British army during World War II. There were around 40,000 army men
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who formed their own association and due to their linkages with government they advocated causes such as
education, especially girls' education. Thus, there was a wide acceptance of social and development work, and the
presence of NRSP and local NGOs/CSOs helped augment the existing trends.

b. Social, Economic and Political Change
Migration trends within districts and provinces indicate that the traditional elite has moved out of their villages and
small towns to the district and/or provincial capitals due to the availability of better quality education, employment
opportunities and/or political representation in the provincial and national assemblies. Over the last three
decades or more, as the large landowners have moved from their traditional seats of power (though they are still
connected to their roots), a social vacuum in small towns and rural areas in terms of day-to-day issues at the
community level has been filled up by the second tier of landowners or social class/caste This was visible
throughout the areas we visited—whether it was Mianwali, Shikarpur or Haripur. While an overall mapping of this
kind of social change needs to be conducted in
Pakistan in its varied contexts—e.g., in the context of
Punjab and KP, the rain-fed/barani districts that have
traditionally supplied their men to the army have also
seen their men migrate to the Gulf countries in search
of livelihood. As petrodollars rolled in, those who were
'respectable' but not moneyed, were able to climb up
the social ladder and assert themselves through
different forms of community activism and
organizations. Many such persons are members of
LSOs, formed over the last 4-5 years; they have been
able to fill in an existing vacuum effectively.

c. The Government's Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Initiatives
The context of government's attempts at systematizing and standardizing ADR also elicits a review of the history of
ADR within the formal and informal Pakistani legal system. While Jirgas and Panchayats are ancient institutions
that are widely used for as a form of dispute resolution within communities, the government has declared them
unlawful. There is a widely held belief that their decisions are misogynistic and often violate human rights, with
their basis in negative cultural traditions. In comparison, the formal legal system suffers delays due to a huge
backlog of cases; there have been attempts at reform but none have yielded tangible results. Therefore, spaces for
ADR have been created within the legal system both to relieve the courts and facilitate communities.
ADR as a formal mechanism dates back to 19th Century India when the British enacted the Small Causes Act 1887
in response to the brutal suppression following the War of Independence (1857)and the subsequent indigenous
resistance movement. The British rulers maintained that,"the mutiny was an expression of great dissatisfaction
that the people of India felt under the then administration of justice in the country."There were reservations about
the implementation of the Act in rural areas and after independence (1947) the law was not implemented. Until
2000, there were only two Small Cause Courts, one in Karachi and the other in Lahore; there were none in
Balochistan and KP (formerly NWFP). Similarly, another colonial era legislation, the Arbitration Act of 1940 was
generally interpreted to exist for commercial arbitration rather than family disputes. More recently, the Small
Claims and Minor Offences Ordinance 2001 was promulgated for the settlement of small disputes at the pretrial
stage and allows for ADR mechanism outside the courts system. The purpose of the law was,"expeditious
resolution of small claims and minor offences at Tehsil level, through specially designated courts, by employing
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alternative methods of dispute resolution as well as following the prescribed procedure." It was stated that, "For
ADR, each Court shall maintain a panel of arbitrators, mediators and conciliators, prepared by the respective High
Court in consultation with the District Judge and President of the local bar association." And further that, "In the
event of failure of ADR proceedings, the Court shall proceed to determine the suit through prescribed summary
procedure, ordinarily to be decided within 60 days." (http://www.ljcp.gov.pk Report no 32, accessed 28 April
2014).
Specifically, the small claims courts had:
?
Jurisdiction in civil cases up to the value of PKR 100,000;
?
Jurisdiction in criminal cases where the punishment does not exceed 3 years imprisonment;
?
A simplified procedure for process serving;
In general, government trends have been to rely upon localized dispute resolution through local government
institutions on the one hand, and on expert commissions to examine technical disputes on the other hand. In the
past, in connection with the Muslim Family Law Ordinance (1961) and Family Courts (1964) the government had
provided for conciliation courts at union council level and pretrial hearings to attempt reconciliation or
compromise. The Local Government Ordinance (LGO 2001) had established union council level dispute resolution
bodies, the Musalihati Anjumans, to resolve disputes but these lapsed in 2009. The Musalihati Anjumans had a
lackluster track record while the Musalihati Committees established in police stations also yielded mixed results.
The police selected only male members and cases are/were referred by the police itself. (For a detailed
discussion, please see Caroline Bates, ibid, 2012).
It is within the above context of ADR and its application that we should analyze the LSOs organic initiatives to
provide ADR. At the time when the Local Government Ordinance lapsed, LSOs had begun to register themselves
and some had begun to take on ADR work entirely on their own—sans donor funding for project pressures. Given
that LSOs replicate the government's three-tier LG system but at a more micro level, overall, it is logical that LSOs
would also adopt ADR work due to the nature of their responsibilities within the community. Although LSOs ADR
efforts resemble the government's effort, because these efforts are entirely 'home-grown' they also exhibit a
critical deviation: they do not distinguish between civil and criminal cases and they do not follow the government's
framework, e.g., restricting the cases they would resolve to a maximum of Rs. 300,000. ADR as pursued by LSOs is
a simple mechanism that communities have initiated on their own to resolve issues.

II. Number and Types of Cases LSOs have Resolved
There was variation across LSOs in terms of the number of cases they had resolved—some were more active than
others, e.g., Mohar Welfare Organization had a list of 115 cases on its record; in Bagh, Topi LSO had resolved
around 50 cases out of the 61 while in Shikarpur,
Awaaz LSO had resolved only a few cases but one had
taken the lives of 60 persons (38 from one tribe and
22 from the other) and had been festering for years.
The women of LSO Awaaz helped negotiate peace
between the rival tribes so vendettas would stop.
Thus, numbers are important but not an accurate
gauge of the value to the community as the nature of a
case is also an important criterion for determining a
community's quality of life. One case of tribal enmity
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that had claimed 60 lives surely contributed more to community peace than the resolution of many minor disputes.
(See Annex 4for specific details of cases registered and resolved by the different LSOs).
We also categorized the types of cases that LSOs had resolved and found that while the specific nature of cases
differed across the provinces/districts, yet the patterns were similar; most pertained to disputes that arise at the
local level in the following categories:
1. Family disputes
2. Property/land disputes
3. Disputes over water or agricultural resources (e.g., grass, grazing rights)
4. Violence against women
5. Tribal disputes (including murder)
6. Minor social/miscellaneous disputes, e.g., cases of theft, passage, loans, fights over children's
(mis)behavior and so on
The above clustering helped us with our analysis in terms of how local level conflicts arise and are resolved

III. LSOs and Community Structures
This subsection explains and examines the relations of LSOs with a) traditional social institutions for community
life regulation, and b) local institutions such as Police Musalihati committees' access to local government
structures; provincial RSPs; c) access to formal structures such as police and courts; and d) access to other donors
and funding sources.

a. LSO Relations with Traditional Social Institutions: Community Life Regulation
LSOs interaction with traditional social institutions such as Jirgas and Panchayats differed according to LSO
leadership's inclinations as well as the local power politics. Overall, LSOs seldom take on activist stances—they
avoid disrupting community norms or 'rocking the boat."Often, the legitimacy of the ADR process is enhanced
through the induction of a Jirga or Panchayat member who is also a locally respectable and influential person. This
reaffirms that LSO's ADR committees do not disrupt or ignore local power structures. There is a two-way bind with
regard to the presence of class and privilege: on the one hand, there are few people within a UC who enjoy people's
trust and respect, and on the other hand, there are
fewer such people who are financially well-off enough
to undertake ADR work by using their own resources.
These aspects introduce class and biradari
dimensions into ADR work. It also raises questions
about the value-addition introduced by LSOs through
their ADR work, i.e., do LSOs' ADR Committees take
decisions that are 'against the grain'? For instance,
can the power elite represented on ADR committees
decide in favor of workers rather than employers, or in
favor of someone from a disadvantaged caste than
someone from a well-placed caste? Such questions
do not have straightforward answers as the evidence
is mixed in this regard.
Some LSOs do take bold and unusual stands to ensure social justice, e.g., LSO HUM in Haripur worked to maintain
interfaith harmony within their community by building consensus across different Muslim sects against violence.
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They took on board the ulema (learned scholars of
religion) and Paish Imam (prayer leader) to come up
with a set of principles that primarily outlined the
exclusion of hate-speech against any sect and
included inter-sect cooperation on different holy
days/occasions. Such measures helped avoid any
sectarian clash in the area despite attempts by
external agents to ignite conflict through SMS/phone
messages and speeches that would incense the other
sect. The police not only appreciated HUM members'
dedication but relied upon them to ensure peace during Muharram processions. LSO HUM was acutely aware of
the risks of being associated with an NGO and were careful about their own 'branding' as a social movement rather
than an NGO and they relied upon local youth in Haripur for peace within the community down to the household
level. Thus the successful interplay between groups of people and institutions adopting different advocacy
measures and techniques yielded positive results.
In some areas, the LSO was perceived to be more staid and reformist, e.g., in Bagh, a youth committee
representative (a local stakeholder) opined that the constitution of LSO Topi, provided by NRSP forbids actionoriented protests such as road-blocks. He felt that the Topi LSO's Islahi committee relied heavily upon community
traditions and only opposed these when they were perceived to be negative. However, the bottom-line was that the
LSO did not want to 'rock the boat' and he explained that this was the reason that the youth committee could not
merge its more revolutionary agenda with that of the reformist approach adopted by LSO Topi. He stated that the
elders prefer to adopt a comparatively conservative non-political approach, hence the youth committee decided to
keep its identity separate from the LSO though their objectives were similar.
It is interesting to note the gender dimension of
all-women LSOs and mixed (male dominated)
LSOs. The latter are well embedded within
community structures, e.g., the chairpersons of
mixed LSOs were well-respected local
community leaders themselves and relied upon
their social capital (read relations with local
police, politicians, notables as well as small
landowners) for making their own power base
stronger. In comparison, all-women LSO
chairpersons did not have similar advantages
but often enjoyed the support of their male
family members (father/husband/son), which
was critical for keeping other men at bay if the
latter disagreed with the LSO activities. (This
reinforces the private/public life regulation, i.e.,
under patriarchal controls, other men have no
business interfering with men's decisions
pertaining to their women—it makes women into
commodities but simultaneously provides them
opportunities in the public sphere).

Creating Spaces & Carving Rights: Women's Agency & Local Power Dynamics
This example highlights how LSOs work within local power contexts.The allwomen LSO Awaaz in Shikarpur openly challenged the local wadera by
throwing out grain that he had stored in a local school, using this as a
store.The first time this happened, he simply sent his men to lock the rooms
again but the women came back and broke the locks. They successfully
pressured the EDO into making the school functional so children could study
in it. This case is unique as marginalized women effectively mobilized against
the wadera. Upon inquiring from their men whether they were nervous and
tried to prevent the women from taking such bold action, the men indicated
that the wadera was up against the entire community—not only the women
and that the women were pursuing a just cause. Also, the community had the
support of the biggest wadera from the area. “The big wadera's daughters are
also educated and are supportive of the initiative to reopen the school and
the local MNA is also on our side,” explained one man. Given this context, the
local wadera's power was circumscribed by other power holders in the area. It
is obvious that the women's LSO effectively used the unequal equations
within local power structures in their own favor to take vigilante action to
restore a school. SRSO was also instrumental and provided indirect support
due to its links within the bureaucracy that wanted to restore the school as a
functional institution serving the children of the local community. Awaaz LSO
asserted itself by adroitly using its linkages to create wide support for its
objective. Overall, restoring the school proved to be a good opportunity for the
all-women LSO to make a statement to the community. In that sense, the
agency of the women and their bold strategies can only be applauded.
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Women were not part of the local 'boys club' and did not have the same level of camaraderie—in that sense, they
were at a disadvantage but simultaneously their gender identity alongside male support gave them space to work
on gender justice issues that were not available to many men despite their social capital, i.e., the same community
norms and structures that gave them advantages becomes a disadvantage with regard to women's rights and child
rights due to the extremely limited access to the private sphere that local community norms allow. The women LSOs
effectively utilized this aspect of their advantage to provide support to local women in VAW cases in the form of
shelter, liaison with police, advocacy through mass media especially newspapers by LSO PHKN in Haripur, and
against karo-kari and forced marriages by LSO Awaaz in Shikarpur2.
To conclude and reiterate, LSO relations with members of local Jirgas and Panchayats were on an even footing. LSO
work, especially the conflict resolution/ADR interventions are considered an important contribution to the
regulation of community peace. As mentioned previously, LSO ADR Committee members often invite
representatives of Jirgas/Panchayats to head their committee to resolve a particular issue. The involvement of
such people is perceived to be important for reaching and implementing ADR committee decisions. Their names
accord the committee decisions credence, provide them good press locally, and continue to have the goodwill of
the local Jirga/Panchayat members.

b. LSO Relations with Local Institutions
LSO relations with local institutions such as Police Musalihati committees, the provincial RSPs and access to local
government (LG) structures are generally well embedded. This is because at the village and UC level, most people
know one another socially or have networks of friends and relatives who know each other. Thus, LSOs almost
natural networks are to their advantage. The chairperson of LSO Topi, Bagh said that, “We know the people—we
know the PM of AJK, Sardar Yaqoob, the Deputy Commissioner. The police approach us. We consult the Panchayati
committee also, before taking a case any further.”
LSO Awaaz chairperson conveyed that they take community elders into confidence and then convey their decision
or stance to the wadera or others through the community elders. They thus rely upon their men to communicate
with the community. Though SRSP provides them with linkages to donors and government institutions but LSO
Awaaz is not networked into the local power centers.
The chairperson of LSO Mohar Welfare Organization, Mianwali, explained that they have representation from
different political parties on their executive body, which is a strength as the voice of the LSO regarding people's
rights is conveyed to different political parties through the LSO members. He also said that they were in touch with
the local nazim, the notables, the “number daar,” the police musalihati committee. At the meeting with the Police
Musalihati Committee, it was conveyed that the latter wanted to induct the former as a member of the Police
Musalihati Committee. LSO members and Police Musalihati Committee Members knew one another and often
were childhood friends.
In the context of LSO relations with civil society institutions, particularly political parties, it is important to note that
while the members of LSO executive committees had different political affiliations, they were all clear that they
would leave their political party loyalties and commitments outside the office as the LSO is apolitical. This is an
advantage, as the LSO is not hijacked by political party agendas and a disadvantage because it reinforces the
stereotype that political parties and their leaders are disruptive of local institutions. There needs to be more debate

2

For details, see the short write-ups under the “LSO Initiatives Series” produced by RSPN.
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around the issue of 'apolitical' development and peace agendas in an overall politicized context of structural
marginalization, violence and insecurity. Although many people recognize that development work is political in its
ramifications, they wish for NGOs and development organizations to stay away from associating with formal politics
and political parties as the latter are widely perceived as corrupt.
In the gender context, a voice of dissent was clear regarding the association with political parties—the Chairperson
of PHKN asserted that a political role would strengthen LSO work. She had contested elections but lost, however,
she was convinced that achieving tangible results for the people was only possible through formal politics. She
explained that the years of development work within communities had not translated into political capital, which
she could use to resolve the issues that the poor faced. She strongly felt that her work needed to translate into a
political role and voice, otherwise the well-established and entrenched elite families would continue to divest the
people of their rights through buying their votes. She said that initially her father was upset with her, and told her
that she would cease to be a Muslim if she contested elections, as it was tantamount to being “bayhaya” (wanton).
She bitterly said that the “people are willing to give charity to a widow but are unwilling to vote for one” (she is a
widow). Her father's initial attitude is mirrored by most development organizations that shy away from taking on
political roles, associating politics with dirty games. While not directly connected with issues of ADR, these are
larger questions that development work that is increasingly steering toward new directions, including ADR, will
have to confront in an honest and open manner. More specifically, the pros and cons of whether LSOs give
individuals the freedom to pursue development work effectively without being part of political parties should be
debated and discussed. This is specially so for women LSO leaders who are not so entrenched in male dominated
traditional community institutions and find political parties to be important platforms where spaces for women
exist.

c. LSO Access to Formal Structures of the State
In a majority of cases, LSOs cultivate direct linkages with police and courts. In Bagh, the policeman we met (a local
of the area) said that though he is not part of the Islahi Committee, yet the police [does] ta'avan (cooperates) with
the Committee as it in their own interest. Similarly, as mentioned earlier, PKHN in Haripur also liaises with the local
police when women's protection cases are informally referred to them. However, the chairperson said, “We do not
have direct links with police or lawyers groups and have no involvement with cases that the Musalihati Committee
deals with. We do not have any direct linkage with Jirgas when they are constituted…” She added that, “…the DCO
called me in connection with the Shahnaz Bibi case3 and asked me to meet her and find out the details of the case.”
She explained that this was so because PHKN has a reputation of standing for women's rights.
The chairperson of Mohar Welfare Organization stated that once they make a decision, it is given in writing and a
copy is deposited at the local police station in a “kitaabcha” (book), where the SHO and (police) Musalihati
committee chairperson are kept in the loop during the different stages of negotiations. Mohar Welfare
Organization's chairperson also stated that though they have linkages with courts, police and government
machinery such as the DCO, and the district level health and education officers, what is important for them is the
role of their own members. He explained that sometimes court decisions cannot settle disputes effectively as tribal
enmities outlive court decisions but the LSO ADR committee was effective in restoring peace between tribes as well
by involving the local muazizeen (influential men) and LSO members.
3

Shahnaz Bibi, a middle aged woman from a village in Haripur, was paraded naked on the orders of a 4 member male Jirga that found her son
guilty of rape in June 2011. Later it was established that there was no rape and that her son and the woman in question were in a relationship
and the woman's family, to teach the man a lesson, arranged for the Jirga decision and implementation.
See: http://tribune.com.pk/story/189986/haripur-case-police-arrest-4-members-of-jirga/
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It became clear to us during our visits that the LSO's liaison with government structures was important in some
cases but that the role of the government and LSO did not overlap. These stayed complementary and in that sense
the relationship could be one of mutual respect and cooperation. The LSOs were clear that they were not
replicating the role of government but able to access the institutions on a needs basis.

d. Funding Pressures and Relationship with Donor Projects
The need to raise funds for different LSO activities and to be seen as an umbrella support organization at the local
level appeared to be a source of anxiety and concern. On the one hand, LSOs promote self-help through social
mobilization, and on the other hand, the pressure of generating funds for projects that COs and VOs would like to
implement places LSO leadership in a bind. This is especially visible in the case of LSOs such as PHKN, which
appeared to work both as an NGO and as an LSO. It had received funds from donors and implemented a variety of
projects on diverse subjects based on funding availability ranging from environmental sustainability, social
forestry, women's empowerment, and conducting surveys for research institutions such as University of Japan. The
funding sources included USAID Small Grants Project, Ambassador Funds of USAID, Inter-cooperation Pakistan,
the Swiss SDC, Save the Children and UNDP etc. It also raised funds by subletting its premises to local
organizations for holding meetings, trainings, and workshops aside from subletting rooms to development workers
visiting Haripur for such trainings etc. To a lesser degree, Mohar Welfare Organization, LSO HUM and LSO Topi
displayed similar trends. They have also worked on different donor projects that included conducting surveys (e.g.,
for BISP or assessing forest cover) as well as advocacy and implementation related to forestry, water conservation,
post earthquake rehabilitation, etc. Some had built their capacity for writing proposals for funding in donor
language and according to their formats. This
experience was seen to be particularly empowering
for LSOs.The chairperson of PHKN narrated the effort
she put into simply speaking in a formal, corporate
style meeting room with foreign men sitting around
the table—that she spoke in Urdu and someone
translated her words into English for the donor/foreign
men who appreciated her point of view. She said after
that there was no looking back. In contrast, the
Women's LSO Awaaz in Shikarpur did not have any
direct donor funding but relied upon Sindh Rural
Support Organization for its work aside from receiving
funds from the local community contribution through
bachat (savings) schemes of COs and VOs.
LSO HUM, whose representatives are most sensitive to the issue of donor funding and retaining their identity as a
movement rather than an NGO, expressed their reservations about the spirit of volunteerism, which they felt may
be on its last leg. Funding for projects appears to be appealing to LSOs but simultaneously, there are questions:
whether they access Pakistani organizations such as PPAF for funds (with PPAF's own funding links and philosophy
being informed by the World Bank) or foreign bi-lateral donors such as the Swiss SDC or the Japanese JICA, or
multilaterals such as the UN organizations or ADB, the question of sustainability shall continue to plague the social
mobilization movement in Pakistan.
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IV. Dispute and Conflict Resolution Mechanisms
This subsection outlines the different set of processes that are used for local level dispute resolution across the
different LSOs we visited. We observed mild variations in methods across districts according to customs, the
nature of conflict, and variation across gender lines in terms of all-women LSOs and mixed LSOs. However, the
mechanisms that LSOs have adopted are generally reflective of community norms and sense of right and wrong.
This section does not discuss specific cases but outlines the patterns that emerge across the board in terms of how
the ADR committee's (though they have different names in different LSOs) membership is formed, how they
operate and how they enforce and implement decisions.

a. Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Mechanisms
The ADR committees apply different mechanisms such as mediation, arbitration and reconciliation to achieve
ADR. It is not always clear exactly which method is being resorted to as each case is dealt with on its own merits and
LSO ADR committees may or may not be formed. It should also be noted that unlike the government's
categorization of cases that can be resolved through ADR, communities do not make specific distinctions between
criminal and civil cases, nor do they always abide by government stipulations (fines, punishment). There is also lack
of clarity about the specific set of laws (shariah, civil law, cultural norms/rasm) that would be applied. There are
numerous approaches that are applied by the ADR committees as demonstrated by the examples and discussion
below.
i. Mediation
LSO Mohar Welfare Organization was approached on behalf of a poor widow whose brother-in-law had fought with
her over possession of her deceased husband's land and wanted to evict her. In the midst of intra family quarrels,
the brother-in-law's son had fired a gun at her and injured her leg. When close relatives (including an LSO member)
heard the sound of gunfire and children crying, they rushed to the house and took the injured widow to the doctor.
The LSO chairperson was also informed and he met the doctor and registered an FIR at the local police station. It
was decided that there should be a Jirga rather than a police case; the LSO member sat in the Jirga from her side
while another neighbor/relative was appointed from the other side. It was also decided that it matter would be
resolved within the family. The LSO chairman mediated and had both sides agree to a “sulah” (settlement) whereby
the widow got land adjacent to her house (her husband's share) as well as compensation of Rs 200,000 for the
firing incident.
ii. Conciliation
In case of conciliation, the conciliators have no authority to seek evidence or call witnesses; it means trying to bring
about a negotiated settlement. When LSO HUM representatives were approached by workers of a Glass Factory
who had been given termination notices, they negotiated with the factory owner, a Major Sahib and his manager.
The local thana SHO also came to the scene of protest and sided with the LSO representatives, saying that a fair
wage should be established and the workers re-instated. The LSO representatives with help from local community
leaders and the police were thus able to strike a middle path between the workers and factory management and
resolve the issue of unfair wage instead of going along with threats of road blocks or letting it go to a labor court
where it would have dragged on for a long time sans resolution.
Conciliation is applied to family disputes as well as disputes within the community. LSO Awaaz resolved several
cases by intervening and ensuring that both sides reach an amicable settlement. In one particular case they
prevented a tribal feud when a man fired in the air as boys from another tribe would sit in a common area/ground,
harassing women who happened to be passing by. The LSO representatives intervened and resolved the matter
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before it could escalate into a full-fledged feud. They would do the same in cases of domestic violence and
prevented underage marriages as well as karokari cases by actively dissuading the main actors against such steps.
iii. Negotiation
Negotiation takes place when two parties (or their representatives) to a conflict meet and reach a settlement. In
cases of domestic violence or harassment, women can negotiate their way out byre lying upon a trusted family
member. For example, a woman LSO representative4 negotiated a woman family member's divorce by threatening
the father-in-law that she will use the Women Protection Act and the Anti Harassment Act against him as he had
attempted to rape the daughter-in-law and there was evidence that he was trying to blackmail her. There was no
grand Jirga or committee that was convened to decide the case—it was settled discretely.
iv. Arbitration
Arbitration is the most common method used for ADR. A set of people carefully reviews evidence provided by both
sides to a dispute and imposes a decision that is legally binding on both sides and enforceable in the courts. While
the LSO ADR committees may or may not be aware of their ability to legally enforce their decisions, some do register
their decisions with the local police station and provide them in written form to the district courts. This enables the
LSO to have the full backing of the judicial system for its ADR committee members. Sometimes, parties to the
dispute contest the decision, in which case a lawyers' panel reviews the legalities, and committee members are
persuaded to amend their decision if it is not in line with the law, in order to save face and continue to have respect
and authority in the community. In general, property related matters, conflicts over resources (water, grass,
passage, tubewell) as well as vendettas are brought before such committees. However, murder cases are
sometimes settled through this process as well. E.g., LSO Topi's Chairperson narrated a case that had been going
on for over twenty years and could not be resolved by the court, but the LSO's Islahi Committee resolved the case by
convincing the families to reach a settlement. The family of the murderer (who had escaped to Balochistan's
mountains) was convinced to pay the court fees and expense incurred by the victim's family, and reachan out of
court settlement by seeking forgiveness. In this process, NRSP had also played a role.5 Other issues of a relatively
minor nature, such as demarcation of land (measured in feet rather than large tracts) or the use of a tubewell in the
village commons sometimes become issues of serious conflict. In such instances, an ADR committee is formed to
ensure that the conflict does not escalate and that the matter is resolved.

b. Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Processes
i. Application to the Committee
Most LSOs required that a written application be submitted to the executive body before they appoint two or three
members to investigate the issue, and then when a committee is formed, the disputants had to agree that they
would abide by its decision. There have been times when the committee's decision has been resisted in which case
parties have to go to the police and courts and spend significant amounts of money to settle their dispute. The
decision that is given out is recorded and kept in the LSO records and also placed at the local thana/police station.

4

Identities are deliberately being kept anonymous for reasons of privacy and protection.
The legal basis for such decisions was intensely contested at the RSPN Retreat with the argument that committees should not interfere in
criminal cases of a serious nature. However, it appears that LSOs and other informal ADR arrangements continue to settle such matters,
supposedly in the light of Sharia and local traditions.
5
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ii. Fairness and Justice
LSO Topi representatives explained that they take an oath on the Holy Quran that they will be neutral in their
decision and even if they have to give a verdict against their own father, they will do so. This oath is an important
part of ensuring fairness and justice to be meted out but also to be 'seen' to have been meted out.
iii. Ad Hoc Nature of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Committee Membership
The committee is formed by the LSO in response to a complaint, and depending upon the geographical location of
the two parties to the dispute different people, known for their honesty and integrity in the community (the area
where the dispute has arisen), belonging to COs or VOs or from outside the RSP system are inducted to form the
ADR Committee. The ADR committee can include a government servant also. Initially one or two members from the
local area/CO/VO form a Jirga/Panchayat and inquire about the incident. They then report back to the LSO and a
formal committee is nominated. Once the case is resolved, the committee stands dissolved. When another case is
brought to the LSO, a new committee is formed in accordance with the nature of the case and the location where
the parties to the dispute reside. Awaaz LSO's chairperson stated that they do not even have a special committee to
ADR but that they form a committee of three or four members on the spot and in accordance with the masla (issue).
While it is pragmatic for community organizations to make on-the-spot committees and induct informed members,
this on-the-spot method is different to the government-identified panel of conciliators, mediators and negotiators..
iv. Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Process: Managing Risks
LSO HUM's General Secretary explained their conflict resolution process in detail: “We meet the two sides
separately and assess which side is more aggressive on particular points and identify their soft spots also. Based
on this, we try to create positive feelings among the two parties after ensuring that both sides have calmed down;
sometimes we take local muazizeen (notables) on board also.”
The all-women LSO Awaaz's chairperson said that she took the initiative to visit the rival (Shar) tribe in order to settle
a longstanding dispute over land that had resulted in sixty murders on both sides. One day the chairperson,
Ms. Naseem, asked SRSO for a car and without the knowledge of men in the family, she and a few other women
went to the Shar tribe where the men were surprised to see them. She narrated that, “we are your sisters,
daughters. Our men as well as yours have died due to the land dispute. There have been too many murders and
there are too many orphans on both sides. The Shar men then put their hands on our heads (a sign of protection
and acceptance as sisters) and we all wept.” It was a daring and bold move that paid off as they were able to
establish peace between the two sides.
v. Ensuring Implementation of Decisions
The LSOs we visited indicated that they usually have lawyers who are members of the Executive Committee to
advise them; sometimes the lawyers are inducted as members of the ADR Committee. In addition, there are
lawyers who work with the LSO on gratis basis. “If someone doesn't agree to implementation of our decision, we
then help the injured party go to the police and to the court. We appear as witnesses on behalf of the mazloom
(injured party) and give bayaan (statement/testimony) that is formally qalam-bund (recorded)” said the
chairperson of LSO Topi.
All LSOs said that they exert moral pressure upon the side that is in the wrong by giving press statements and
initiating advocacy campaigns through other media sources as they have good relations with the local press club.
(Often one or two LSO members are also members of the local press club).
Most LSO representatives emphasized that the members of the LSO ADR Committee are respected individuals,
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lawyers, journalists, teachers, well-to-do persons, rooted in the community and aware of the issues people face.
They are not “nangay bhookay” (nobodies) in the words of chairperson, LSO Topi. Therefore, their faisla (decision) is
generally respected and legal advisors are at their disposal as well in case they wish to check on legal point.
vi. Role of Monetary or In-Kind Contribution
LSOs emphasized that their ADR Committee members use their own funds to cover their travel costs, and do not
even accept tea or a meal from any of the parties involved in the dispute. Sometimes, this means that the
committee members have to incur a significant expense; however, it is considered a given that no funds from
outside or from the disputants would be used for the ADR process. This step ensures that there is no conflict of
interest and that the members involved in arbitration/conflict resolution are seen to be above being bribed or
bought by anyone for any purpose.

V. Gendered Contexts
This section discusses two aspects of conflicts related to women—the first pertains to the nature of local cases of
gender violence and the second pertains to the role of women in conflict resolution, especially in cases involving
gender violence. It would not be incorrect to assert that LSO representatives and the conflict resolution
committees they establish usually provide justice to women involved in family disputes and those who are survivors
of violence. There are several reasons for this: a) there is greater awareness of gender justice issues due to media
campaigns in the country over the last twenty years or
more; b) greater understanding among
NGO/CBO/social development workers regarding the
discrimination against women in local contexts; c)
progressively more just legislation and its
implementation in courts regarding gender justice,
especially in the areas of VAW, marriage, dowry,
divorce, custody and maintenance of children, and
land rights cases; d) recognition of women's rights due
to the persistent work of women's rights and human
rights groups both nationally and internationally; and
e) most importantly, the gender issues as integral to
LSO work.
All the factors identified above result in greater recognition of women's rights but one sees few women as part of
the executive bodies and fewer still (if any) inducted as ADR committee members in mixed LSOs. In the context of
all-women LSOs, such committees do not exist formally in Awaaz LSO and in PHKN the matters are usually dealt
with by the chairperson in her own capacity. The question arises: is there acceptance of women's role as active
members of conflict resolution committees? While LSOs were quick to defend the constitution of their all-male
conflict resolution committees, saying that whenever women's input was required they were contacted, or, that
women themselves stayed away from the accepting such responsibilities as these involved significant time and
mobility (repeated visits and meetings with parties to the dispute), they also stated that women's issues reached
the LSO through the women's COs and VOs and in that sense their concerns were reflected; they were also
consulted when needed. Women in some cases agreed that they were indeed consulted. When asked if they
themselves brought any case to the LSO if they witnessed VAW in their mohalla (street) or neighborhood, they
generally said that such incidents did not take place in their areas and if they did, they were unaware of them. This
paradoxical stance can only be explained away by the universal shame associated with VAW and therefore the
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women's attempt to save fact vis a vis outsiders. It also implies that issues of honor and face-saving plague women
much more than men.
In general, cases of love marriage/elopement became contentious among families and biradaries (caste) and
these were usually amicably settled. Where other cases of violence were concerned, the reaction differed
according to community norms. Men in LSOs such as HUM were generally aware of gender issues, perhaps due to
the members' exposure to progressive ideas espoused by other NGOs in the area. In contrast, some other LSO
members were dismissive of gender issues. This depended upon the particular chairperson and executive body
members and their age—older people usually took more conservative positions. Thus in Bagh, the chairperson (a
senior citizen) denied that there were cases of VAW in his UC whereas other stakeholders indicated that such cases
were a norm. In Mianwali, a woman member of the executive body, who was also politically active had been beaten
up by her son for her extensive voluntary social mobilization work for the LSO; in turn, the LSO called the son and
told him to apologize to his mother or face charges in the local thana. The LSO felt that if he succeeded in
intimidating his mother and preventing her from the LSO work, other women would also not come forward in a
conservative place like Mianwali. Thus, they had a vested interest in ensuring that such incidents did not occur.
Men in LSOs were supportive of women's presence in the tanzeem that they carefully distinguished from NGOs (not
only because LSOs have a large base but largely because association with NGOs becomes suspect as being donor
driven, working on western neo-imperialist agendas) They involved their wives, sisters and mothers in the social
mobilization effort as they wanted to demonstrate that they believed in doing what they preached i.e., women's
inclusion. This trend has also resulted in greater presence of women in the public sphere; and detailed
arrangements for women's presence in offices (time planning, compensation for part time work had to be worked
out) have been streamlined in several LSOs. Thus, at one level, there is positive social change. However, at present
this change has its limits in the sense that women are often not in decision-making positions in the executive
bodies and even if they have an important sounding title, they are usually occupying an honorary type of position.
Their active role in ADR committees is almost non-existent in the case of male or mixed LSOs.
All-women LSOs were far more sensitive to women's justice issues and were more ready and willing to take action.
In Shikarpur, the all-women LSO Awaaz was active in ensuring that women are protected against forced marriages
or accused of beingkar due to economic benefits that a male family member may receive as a result. They narrated
several bold steps they had taken to prevent family men from declaring a girl or woman a kari including a deaf and
dumb girl whose grandfather wanted to declare her kari, and a widow whose brother-in-law wanted to declare her
kariso he could take over her small hut. PHKN has also been involved in cases involving gender justice including
providing material and legal support to them. E.g., in one case, PHKN helped a woman receive maintenance from
her husband; in another, PHKN helped a woman escape an abusive situation (her father in law had attempted to
rape her while the husband was working in Saudi Arabia) and to re-marry after her divorce.
We may conclude that all-women LSOs are more active and assertive on women's issues though male LSOs are
also becoming progressively aware of women's rights issues but dismissive of including them in ADR committees.
Also, overall the trend in decisions regarding gender justice reflects a mix of local traditions and new ways in which
communities visualize a woman's place and rights in society. This is an area that RSPs can look into working on.
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VI. Accountability and Funding: Observations
This section addresses different facets of accountability both with regard to the systems of justice, ADR, funding
and accountability. It also includes discussions around concepts of legitimacy that are intricately tied up with the
implications of terminology and sources of funding.

a. The RSPN/LSO Model for Accountability
This model depends upon the social mobilization model pursued by the RSPs. This involves work on their primary
objectives of poverty reduction and development. COs, VOs and LSO members can act as whistle blowers; once
matters of oversight and accountability are discussed at the VO and CO levels, they may be referred to the LSO for
further action. The LSOs have links with government departments, bar councils, media, academia/education,
private sector, and CSOs and can liaise with these institutions for issues of mal-governance or gaps in service
delivery. (For more details see the RSPN report entitled, “Assessing Appropriateness and Strengths of Local
Support Organizations for Strengthening Public Accountability,” authored by Syed Rizwan Mehboob, November
2010).At present, this model does not directly address issues of ADR and ensuring that decisions are fair, above
board and meet the fundamental criteria of justice across the board.

b. Terminology, Past Baggage and Funding
There is a centuries old debate about 'naming' and its symbolism summarized by Shakespeare's famous quote:
“What's in a name? A rose by any other name would smell as sweet!” But, is reality as simple as this quote? Naming
activities as “ADR” was deemed to be a sensitive issue as the English language term was considered to be symbolic
of foreign agendas and funding. Many LSO representatives preferred the Urdu language term “islahi committee”or
“Aman Committee” and explained that the local terms, Jirga or Panchayat came with the baggage of negative
customs and traditions and hence they did not want to associate themselves with these terms either. While the
debate about symbolism in discourse seems to weigh in on the side of organically determined terminology,
separating this terminology from sources of funding or combining it with sources deemed suspect is a debate that
the LSOs need to decide upon.
Funding for ADR has to be carefully thought through: Can ADR processes be turned into a typical 'NGO type project'
by the LSO? The answer is Yes and No. If funding came in for capacity building of LSO members involved in conflict
resolution, it would benefit the LSO and local community. However, if the LSO accepted funds for ADR work per se
(e.g. payment to ADR committee members for executing ADR work), it would lose legitimacy among people as ADR
is traditionally undertaken in communities on voluntary basis, not a paid basis.. Therefore, the issue of funding,
how it is channeled and who benefits from the funded programs are important criteria for consideration.
LSO representatives recommended that certain ADR activities such asawareness raising and capacity building
activities such as advocacy tools and paralegal training for ADR could be helpful; there is consensus that funding
such activities would not tarnish the process of providing justice at the local level. It was concluded that a detailed
analysis of exactly where funds are needed for ADR activities, and ADR processes that can be achieved without any
monetary investment needs to be carried out. For example, funds for an endowment would not tarnish the
reputation of the LSO but funding ADR directly would certainly result in defeating the very aims of ADR, as
communities would view such funding with suspicion, assuming funding sources and amounts would influence the
final decisions and outcomes. It would destroy the trust that LSO members had earned over the years and also
result in lumping the LSO's voluntary ADR work with paid NGO work. Thus a well-thought-out framework for ADR
work and specific activities that could be funded and that would strengthen ADR processes is needed.
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c. Volunteerism
There are several challenges that funding or its lack introduce into communities. Many LSO representatives were
concerned that the spirit of volunteerism was dying; that most people currently want to know what they would get in
return—both within communities as well as among VO and CO workers. This issue appeared to be most deeply felt in
Bagh, where representatives of Topi LSO as well as local stakeholders complained that after the earthquake, a
negative trend that had set in was that people asked development workers what they would get in return even for
responding to a survey questionnaire whereas in the past, if anyone came with a view to benefit the community,
people would welcome the initiative and volunteer their services. However, the massive flow of funds in the post
2005 context has resulted in selfish attitudes regarding development work and projects. Similarly, LSO HUM was
concerned that the present economic outlook (high inflation and high unemployment) in the country has seriously
dented the spirit of volunteerism and it is increasingly difficult to find people who are willing to give their time and
energy to the collective good of the community on a gratis basis. This raises the need for an LSO sustainability plan.

d. Justice and Accountability
Specifically, it was felt that accountability in terms of fair decisions in accordance with the law need to be
established. In this regard, LSO and local community members need to be aware that they should follow the same
set of laws, not skip from one set to another as per their
convenience, e.g., when it comes to land/property
issues, they apply sharia but when a woman's claim to
proper ty is instituted, they tend to apply
rasm/tradition. This creates anomalies just as there
are anomalies when ADR committees deal with both
criminal and civil cases. Therefore, funding for
awareness and training about gender issues, legal
issues, difference between matters that can be
resolved through arbitration and others that generally
fall outside its' purview need to take place. The ADR
process would have to be streamlined.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
a)

Training in ADR can be both generic and specific to the needs of communities. While generic trainings can be
about the principles and legal framework of the country/province that need to be upheld, the specific/focused
trainings can be designed according to the variation of issues that communities across Pakistan face.
Communities are not uniform; the issues that confront them vary according to identity markers such as
class/caste/gender as well as the nature of dispute, i.e., whether it pertains to murder or a minor theft or
verbal altercation that can escalate. Such trainings can be generic in nature. However, many ADR trainings
would have to be designed according to the community's specific context (rural/urban), and the types of
disputes (e.g., gender related customary practices such as walwar or karokari, or tribal disputes) within the
context of the geographical area or province. Therefore, some training interventions need to be designed
according to the needs of the particular community in a province or geographic zone, as a 'one-size-fits-all'
approach across the country may not work; the 'size' needs to be tailored according to the community and the
issues it faces. This means that different sets of trainings will have to be designed, some that are applicable to
all LSOs and others may be applicable to some LSOs based on their location within a province (e.g., variation in
customary practices; variation in overall security setting; variation in rural/urban setting)

b)

The ADR committees need to have clarity on the types of disputes they can and should resolve. The distinction
between criminal cases and civil suits needs to be maintained; ADR committees should ideally address civil
cases and minor cases of a criminal nature6—not heinous crimes like murder. In the latter context, while
Pakistani laws allow for Qisas and Diyat (blood money and retribution), this law has been used to settle cases
of honor killings (when a male within the family is forgiven by another male7).Similarly, there is evidence that
some ADR Committees have resolved murder cases for three to five hundred thousand rupees, an amount
much less than the one stipulated by the government for such settlement under Islamic laws. It is
recommended that ADR Committees should have the knowledge about the type of cases that should be left to
the regular justice/court system.

c)

The ADR committees should be clear about staying within the ambit of Pakistan's legal system. The main
purpose of ADR is to assist the courts by reducing cases at the pretrial level. However, we find that the organic
nature of ADR committees, the different mechanisms they apply to resolve cases, and the different sets of
laws or moral/ethical considerations that inform their decision-making do not necessarily reflect upholding
rule of law principles. If the ADR processes and mechanisms are to be streamlined, it would be important that
ADR committees and LSOs have clarity on their role as stakeholders who uphold the constitution and the form
of ADR that is promoted by the government's legal policies.

d)

All LSO representatives felt that there should be no direct funding for ADR committees as it would defeat the
very purpose of ADR. They felt that if they received funds for such work their work would lose legitimacy. They
could be accused of following someone else's agenda (read: donor agenda) and they would lose community
standing and trust. Therefore, there was consensus across the board that the ADR work itself should not be
projectized.

e)

There was agreement that funding (including foreign donors' funding) for ADR effectiveness through capacity
building activities is desirable. Such activities could include different types of trainings, e.g. Paralegal

6

According to the Government of Pakistan, in addition to civil cases, crimes that do not carry a sentence of more than 3 years can be resolved
under ADR, small claims of up to Rs 100,000 can also be resolved under ADR.
7
The recent Supreme Court debate about the applicability of Qisas (blood money) to all murder cases has focused on the difference between
Fasad-filArz (murder that creates discord and ruins peace in a land or country, e.g., terrorism) and Qatl-e-Amd (muder by intent in which the
person prides himself/herself). Be that as it may, it should be noted that both conditions apply to honor killings but no court of law had opened
up this debate previously when women were and are murdered in cold blood over issues of honor.
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awareness training as well as trainings on gender justice issues, as well as trainings on the effective use of
conflict resolution mechanisms and advocacy tools. More specifically, since the types of disputes that come
for ADR are categorized and documented, paralegal trainings can actually be tailored according to
community/LSO needs. However, it should be noted that trainings should equip LSOs with knowledge and
awareness of laws in the longer term/on a sustained basis. This would help LSOs work in a more professional
manner by being familiar with the latest approaches to conflict resolution and what could ensure effectiveness
in their contexts. The specific arrangements for funding such work can include a combination of donor funding
in the immediate term that could lead to local support in the longer term, i.e., LSOs and RSPs could look at
community driven ways of raising funds and innovative ways for sustaining such work. For example, building
the expertise for training within LSOs and RSPs so capacity-building can be conducted by a cadre of trainers
among the RSPs and LSOs themselves. The sources of funding should not be restricted to foreign donors; to
make the process sustainable in the longer term, LSOs will need to continually raise funds themselves.
f)

Addressing gender and women's issues requires a special focus on capacity building across the board.
Trainings to enable greater involvement of women on ADR committees, strengthening their role, especially in
mixed LSOs, would be critical. Similarly, assertiveness training for women members is critical for gender
justice to be sustainable. All-women LSOs capacity needs are different as their social networks in male
dominated landscapes require community level interventions with all stakeholders. All-women LSOs' also
need to be given capacity building trainings on the same topics as the mixed LSOs, i.e., gender justice,
paralegal training, ADR mechanisms and so on.

g)

LSOs improve their ADR work through a learning process that includes interacting with one another regularly
and sharing their experience of overcoming specific challenges and lessons learnt. Coupled with capacity
building, the experience sharing and understanding of patterns that underlie community level disputes and
their effective redressal would yield constant returns.

h)

Finally, by undertaking ADR work, are LSOs absolving the state of its responsibility or are they helping
communities? Conversely, is the state subcontracting its own responsibilities to non-state actors? The
privatization of justice with regard to women has been a critical area of debate within law. For example, if a
woman is raped, traditionally her family is expected to avenge the rape; similarly, communities often accept
honor crimes as being an integral part of the moral universe that they occupy. Another aspect relates to the
distinction between proactive community level ADR initiatives and initiatives by “Armed Rule-of-Law Gangs”8
such as the Taliban. Vigilante action by organic community institutions (including jirgas and panchayats) can
defeat the very spirit of justice. Thus it is important to define the areas that come within the ambit of ADR. Also,
the relationship of community structures with the state and the community itself necessarily involves public
policy debates around democracy, the involvement of citizens in the provision of justice and accountability as
well as the limits upon the state's administrative setup to provide justice. An additional aspect is the underlying
patriarchal philosophy that informs the basis of the state and its' structures, which is why gender justice issues
become challenging and tricky in different contexts. Therefore, LSOs and RSPs need to determine a clearer
strategy for ensuring that the organic ADR process that has begun over the last few years should be
streamlined along national and international guidelines. The latter will ensure that the justice that is meted
out is not contrary to the justice system of the country and it meets all moral and ethical propositions that are
involved in the provision of justice to the poor and marginalized groups of society.

8

I am grateful to Kamran Arif for introducing me to this term at the RSPN Retreat, March 25, 2014, at Bhurban.
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ANNEX 1
Terms of Reference
Documentation of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) through LSOs
This Terms of Reference (ToRs) is for the documentation of cases in the RSP areas, on Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) and community partnerships with the formal system for dispute resolution. Lessons will be
disseminated at an event in the first quarter of 2014, as part of the RSPs Annual Strategy Retreat.
ADR is a key area of work of local communities. Much of this is through traditional, local institutions. With the entry
of RSPs and the creation of 'new communities' that concentrate on development issues, these community
organizations have also taken on this role in many areas of dispute resolution. More often than not, these COs and
LSOs are working in tandem with traditional institutions, adding an interesting dimension to them ie younger
members and women's issues often not considered appropriately by traditional, male dominated institutions of
elders are now dealt with through the RSP created forums. In local communities many formal and informal
institutions exist to resolve all types of conflicts i.e. family disputes, land issues, criminal cases, women related
cases etc within themselves. RSPs have formed over 800 LSOs in all over Pakistan. It has been reported by
different sources that these LSOs have been involved in ADR and formed committees to resolve cases.
LSOs play an important role in conflict resolution. The types of cases they take may differ; their approach towards
resolving these issues may also differ. Some of them may have formed committees to resolve disputes; others may
assign a few members to resolve issues on a case to case basis. There may also be marked differences in the role
women or mixed LSOs play in this process. LSO interaction with traditional institutions and their links with the
formal justice system also differ from community to community.
The purpose of the assignment is to document these experiences of the LSOs through an interactive process of
dialogue (with certain identified LSOs) and to examine their links and added value to what traditional institutions
and the formal system are doing. These lessons will be shared at the RSPs annual strategy Retreat in end 2013.

Objectives
The objective of this assignment is for RSPs to gain a better understanding of the involvement of organised
communities in local dispute resolution. Lessons will be shared and a discussion on 'way forward' will be done
during the RSPs annual Retreat in end 2013. The study will document and analyse LSO initiatives for conflict and
dispute resolution, related mechanisms within the LSOs and LSO interaction with other 'community' mechanisms
egjirgas, etc, in this area. The study will also document the interface between these 'informal' structure and formal
justice and dispute resolving mechanisms ie courts, police, etc.

Outcomes
The findings of the study will highlight different mechanisms and procedures used for conflict resolution by LSOs.
This will serve the purpose of replicating such mechanisms across other LSOs and organized communities working
with the RSPs. Lessons will also be drawn from OSF's work with the Sarhad RSP, in this area, also drawing on the
current impact assessment that is underway by OSF. Hence, the study will feed into RSP long-term programming
and work with local communities in this critical area. The study will recommend on the way forward to work with
LSOs on ADR and contribute to mainstreaming this process in RSP social mobilization. The study will explore the
following areas: Analyzing the need of conflict resolution committees and other mechanisms in existing LSOs i.e.
why has the LSO entered into this area of work considering there are other local institutions and formal structures
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to do this. What are the differences between these various mechanisms?
?
Conflict resolution mechanisms and procedures and effectiveness in LSOs i.e. what are the mechanisms
and processes used.
?
LSO conflict resolution committee interaction with tradition social institutions i.e. Jirga, Panchayat etc.
?
LSO interaction with informal justice bodies if they exist in their areas (i.e. Mushaliati Jirgas and Polic
Committees etc)
?
LSOs interaction with formal institutions i.e. police, courts, etc
?
Numbers and types of conflicts LSOs have resolved
?
The importance of LSO conflict resolution committee decisions (followed or not) i.e. how are they followed,
are they followed because other, informal community institutions put weight behind them, is this a joint
effort, etc.
?
Women's role in conflict resolution and related mechanisms (in 'mixed' and women's and predominantly
men's LSOs) LSOs established mechanisms for accountability and to deliver their role in the process

Methodology
RSPN will select LSOs from Punjab, KPK and AJK. The consultant will develop a checklist and questionnaire to
conduct Key Informant Interviews (KII) and Focus Group Discussions (FDGs). The KII and FDGs will be done with
women and men members of communities. The consult will also conduct KII with the police, lawyers or any other
member of any government department has been involved in cases.
Table 1: Names and Locations of LSOs

Deliverables
Study: The consultant will prepare a comprehensive study report. The report will recommend some future actions
to foster or built LSOs capacities to deal with alternative dispute resolution. The study will be shared at an RSPN
event i.e. RSPs annual retreat in the last quarter of 2013. The Study and “way forward” may be finalised after the
discussion in the RSPs annual Retreat.

Timeline
The duration for the assignment is for one month.
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ANNEX 2
Field Visit Schedule
February 2014
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ANNEX 3
Checklist of Thematic Areas/Questions for LSO Members, Local Stakeholders &
Parties to Conflict
Conflict resolution mechanisms and procedures and effectiveness in LSOs i.e. what are the mechanisms
?
and processes used.
LSO conflict resolution committee interaction with tradition social institutions i.e. Jirgah, Panchayat etc·
?
LSO interaction with informal justice bodies if they exist in their areas (i.e. Mushaliati Jirgas and Police
Committees etc)
LSOs interaction with formal institutions i.e. police, courts, etc
?
Numbers and types of conflicts LSOs have resolved
?
The importance of LSO conflict resolution committee decisions (followed or not) i.e. how are they followed,
?
are they followed because other, informal community institutions put weight behind them, is this a joint
effort, etc.
Women's role in conflict resolution and related mechanisms (in 'mixed' and women's and predominantly
?
men's LSOs)
LSOs established mechanisms for accountability and to deliver their role in the process
?
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ANNEX 4
LSO working on Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Included in RSPs' Study
1) LSO Mohar Welfare Organization
District: Mianwali, Punjab
Union council: Kamar Machani
Household in UC: 2,139
Organised Household: 1,817
Number of Village organizations: 10 (5 women, 5 men)
Number of COs: 170
Number of general body members: 156 (121 men and 35 women)
Executive body members: 33 (26 men and 7 women)

Violence against Women (VAW)
Case1: Village Kurian: A husband and his mother have beaten the wife and kicked her outside the home and were
planning for 2nd marriage. LSO involved in the issue and took that lady back to home and husband was stopped
from the 2nd marriage.
Case 2: Village Dhandian: Son of female LSO information secretary beaten the mother to take part in community
meetings. VO involved and the son had to request for forgiveness.
Case 3: Village Shimalwal: Parents were selling their daughter to a man from KPK. LSO intervened and discussed
the matter with parents that girl is still in the home with parents.

Land disputes
Case 1: A widow in UC Katcha Kamar Mashani, claimed for her share from the land for the children. Son of her
brother in law shot her she was severely injured in the incident. LSO involved and filed case in the police station and
the lady got her land share.
Case 2: Village Kurian: Brothers were not giving share to his sister. With LSO efforts now that women is the owner of
5 kanal lands.
Case 3: Village Dhandian: A brother wasn't giving share of the land to his sister and mother, with the efforts of LSO
both mother & daughter got their share and now have separate house from their share.

Water disputes
Case 1: Wandha Utar Khel: NRSP installed one sub marcible pump to meet the drinking water but the owner of the
land built boundary wall around it and didn't allow people to take water. With LSO efforts villagers are free to take
water
Case 2: Village Kurian & Jattan Wala: One water supply scheme with the support of ADB in each village is installed
but in two cases owner of the lands stopped water distribution to the people due to billing. LSO helped in the
recovery of bills and now these tubewells are actively working. In jattanwala govt. water supply scheme was
installed later with the help of MPAs support.
Case 3: Village Ghagran Wala: NRSP installed one submersible pump for drinking water but there was conflict
between two families the situation becomes very tense. LSO issued credit from its CIF fund to the people of the area
to install another pump and now both families are in good relations.
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Family disputes
Case 1: V illage Kurian: Conflict increased between two families and married women were near to get divorced from
both sides. LSO resolved this conflict and both women are now living happily with their husbands.
Case 2: Village Kurian: Land distribution dispute among one family was raised in 2009 and was not being solved by
the people of the area; LSO has now resolved this issue in 2013

Tribal disputes
Case 1: Village Shimalwal: there was a Murder case for the last 50 or more years between two tribes and LSO
resolved this issue in 2013. The family members forgave the other tribe to leave this enmity with the efforts of LSO.
Case 2: Village Murghan Wala: Two tribes had enmity due to the murder of one person since 2006 and 302 case
was filed against one tribe. LSO involved and resolved this issue by "QASSAS"

2) LSO Human Unity Movement (HUM)
District: Haripur
Union Council: Hattar
Household in UC: 2,452
Organised Household: 1,716
Number of Village organizations: 15 (5 women)
Number of COs: 74(22 women)
Number of general body members: 40 (10 women)
Executive body members: 11 (4 women)

Violence against Women (VAW)
Case 1: Village Kamlpur: A husband usually beats his second wife. She left home and went back to her parents. LSO
resolved the case and now the women have a separate home and getting her monthly expenses.
Case2: Village Hattar: The sectary of an MPA of Hattar did 2nd marriage and he use to beat his 2nd wife while she
was also pregnant. She went back to her parents and requested LSO to resolve the matter.
Case 3: Village Kamlpur: A women was married in Taxila from kamlpur village, hattar. Some other natives of village
kamlpur reported to LSO about women. LSO representative went and brought that woman back to her parents.
Later on case was resolved by LSO.

Land disputes:
Case 1: Village Hattar: There was a land dispute case between a woman (LSO activist) and man who is a member of
land manfia group. LSO supported woman to take case in court.
Case 2: Village Hattar: there was a land dispute between land mafia group and a male school teacher. LSO
supported school teacher and take case to the court.
Case 3: Village Hattar: The Sarhad Development Authority (SDA), a government agency, was acquiring land from
local farmers at very cheap price by force. The LSO decided to protect rights of poor farmers through advocacy.
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Water Dispute:
Case 1: Village Hattar, Madni, Muhallah : Politically Influential people cut the pipe line of drinking water which
cause problem for the villagers living down side. LSO tried to resolve the case and also arranged a hand pump for
down side of village.

Family disputes:
Case1: Village Shadi/Hattar: LSO supported an orphan girl to get divorced her Meher.
Case 2: Village Kamlpur: A man from Taxila did nikkah with a girl of village kamlpur and did not disclose his 1st
marriage. As rukhsati was not done yet. LSO supported the girl to fill the case and got khula.

3) LSO Rural Community Development Organisation
District: Bagh, AJK
Union Council: Topi
Household in UC: 3,500
Organised Household: 2,452
Number of Village organizations: 14
Number of COs: 119(45 women, 52 men, 22 mix)
Number of general body members: 103 (28 women, 75 men)
Executive body members: 22(9 women and 13 men)
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4) Green Konsh Valley Development Organization
District: Mansehra
Union Council: Ichrian
Household in UC: 4580
Organised Household: 3305
Number of Village organizations: 18
Number of COs: 174(72 women)
Number of general body members: 36 (2 women)
Executive body members: 11(2 women)

5) Women LSO AWAZ
Resolved a land dispute case that had taken precious lives of 36 people from two tribes.
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